CS GEAR2000

Computer Aided Manufacturing Software

CS GEAR2000 is an application oriented to the analysis and optimization of the gear pair, connected with working
conditions complying with
DIN 58400-58405-3960-867; CETEHOR.
CS GEAR2000 coorrectly defines the tooth profile, side and bottom land, in order to obtain a tool path suitable to be
used to work, with EDM Wire or CNC Working center, mechanic components, components of shearing dies, mold or
sintering.
CS GEAR2000 is WINDOWSTM native and joins to the high performances the friendly use of Dialog Box and Icons.
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Cylindrical gears,parallel axes, external / internal, straight and helical toothing; tooth profile involute
and cycloidal.
Cylindrical gears cetheor specification.
Cylindrical spline mating DIN 5480 5482 UNI ISO 4156 NF E 22-141.
Bevel gears pair, external straight toothing, concurrent axes.
Mathematical dynamical check of steel worm screw / hostaform gear wheel coupling.
Lobe Rotors Pump.
Root Compressor.
Lubrificating Gerotor Pumps.
Wankel engine.
RPS Racks and RPG gears
Synchronous Pulley : UNI 8103 e DIN 7721-2
Chain wheel ISO 606
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CS GEAR2000 is interfaced with other CAM SOFT applications oriented to the working on CN machine like:




CS EDM2000 EDM wire profile cutting for dies.
CS PGL2000 2.5 axes milling and turning.

WINDOWSTM NATIVE

CS GEAR2000 is in a continuos expansion, the last available release (03.07)
includes 8 new types of profils.
Subscribing to a software maintenance contrct you can receive upgrade and
support.

Main functionality






3D Simulation




Negative allowance check,sliding analysis and balancing with/without change
in distance between centers; advise for the optimized solution.
Mesh graphic simulation and clearance check.
Recalculation and check of all input-parameters, looking for DIN specification;
every inconsistency is displyed, sanction is required to standard dispensation.
Tooth profile and whole gear generation, output of CAD file in DXF and MI
format.
3D Mesh graphic simulation and clearance check, saving in 3D format :
IGES3D , STEP , STL e VRML
Plotting and printing of complete gear data, complying DIN standard.
Storing and loading design data, modify and redesign capability.

Benefits


Negative allovance
verification and






Minimum input of parameters: omitted parameters are recalculated in
compliance with standard DIN.
Interactive modification using WIZARD and DIALOG-BOX facilities.
Short elaboration time.
The designer can choose between the proposed and optimized solution.
Functional test of immediate graphic and alphanumeric outputs reduces error
possibility.

Our Company
CAM SOFT s.n.c. puts at disposal of its Customers its solid experience in the
solutions of problems in PCs connection, PC with machining tools connection,
managing and multiple transmission of CNC Files to machining tools.

slipping balancing
Mesh Simulation

Since 1982 CAM SOFT s.n.c. designs and realizes LAN Network and systems
engineering, supplementing its products and services on the best available
hardware.
CAM SOFT s.n.c. offers a solid experience in N.C. for the solution of hardware and
software problems in the CAD/CAM area.
A comprehensive range of support services are available both for design and
manufacturing :









Organizational and technical advice
System supply
Customized software
Services
Customer training
Software update
On-site and phone support
Customized support
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